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STUDY 1

 
Belland, B. R., Kim, C., Zhang, A. Y., Baabdullah, A. A., & Lee, E. (2021). Using process 
and motivation data to predict the quality with which preservice teachers debugged 
higher and lower complexity programs. IEEE Transactions on Education, 64(4), 374-382. 
https://doi.org/10.1109/TE.2021.3059258

Context
Central to preparing ECE teachers to teach computer science is helping them learn to de-
bug. Little is known about how ECE teachers’ motivation and debugging process quality con-
tributes to debugging outcome quality.

Research Questions
1) How do process and motivation variables predict the quality with which participants debug 
lower complexity programs? 
2) How do process and motivation variables predict the quality with which participants debug 
higher complexity programs?

Method
Setting and Participants 
Three sessions of 2.5-h each of a class on play-based activities in ECE in a large university 
in the eastern USA
Nineteen students (all female) participated. 

Materials
Ozobot Evo

Scaffolding Informed by 
1) a two-step cluster analysis of an expanded coding data set from a metaanalysis
2) a literature review on debugging education
3) a synthesis of Kim et al.’s scaffolding recommendations for debugging in block-based pro-
gramming

Higher-complexity Debugging Task (Energy Vs. Obstacle buggy code)

Lower-complexity Debugging Task (Octagon buggy code)

Data Collection
Presurvey Covering

Debugging Process Quality Rubric

Debugging Outcome Quality Rubric

Data Analysis
• Bayesian multiple linear regression with prior distributions of inverse gamma for sigma2 

and uniform prior for Beta values were used
• MCMC sampling (11 000 iterations with 1000 burn in) was run in MCMCpack R package 

to determine the posterior distribution

Results
How do process and motivation variables predict the quality with which participants 
debug higher complexity programs?

How do process and motivation variables predict the quality with which participants 
debug lower complexity programs?

Discussion
Scaffolding works, because debugging process quality was consistently a strong predictor of 
debugging outcome quality

Writing more or less in response to scaffolding prompts did not make a large difference, 
which goes against the literature

Sentiment analysis was associated with a large negative Beta for the lower complexity de-
bugging task. This may be because to engage effectively with the scaffolding, one needs to 
be self-critical, which could be interepreted as negatively valenced

Mastery goal orientations were not significant predictors, which goes against the literature

Implications
Scaffolding should challenge learners to engage in constructive criticism of their work. Great-
er challenge may cause writing sentiment to become more negatively valenced, but it can, in 
turn, lead to stronger debugging outcome quality. 

STUDY 2

Belland, B. R., Kim, C., Zhang, A. Y., Lee, E., & Dinç, E. (2022). Classifying the quality of 
robotics-enhanced lesson plans using motivation variables, word count, and senti-
ment analysis of reflections. Contemporary Educational Psychology, 69, 1-11. https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.cedpsych.2022.102058

Context
Play has long been key to early childhood education (ECE). Play can involve manipulables, in-
cluding educational robots. To use robots in ECE, ECE teachers need to learn to program and 
debug. Keyt to understanding this are the perspectives of teachers as learners and teachers as 
designers.

Research Questions
1. How can prospective teachers’ lesson plan quality be classifiedusing motivation and process 
variables? 
2. How do motivation and process variables predict prospective teachers’ lesson plan quality?

Method
Setting and Participants 
An early childhood education course on integrating performing and visual arts to enhance com-
munication, inquiry, and engagement in P-5 education, which was offered by a large public uni-
versity in the United States
Included a field experience component at local preschools
46 prospective ECE teachers participated

Materials
Ozobot Bit

Lesson Design Template
contained the following sections: lesson goals, objectives, considerations (e.g., materials, prior 
knowledge), and details of class activities

Data Collection
Presurvey 
Principal component analysis indicated a ten component solution 

Reflection Cards

Lesson Plans

Data Analysis
Preprocessing
+ Lesson design quality rubric           + Sentiment analysis                  + Word count

Linear Discriminant Analysis
We used the MASS (Ripley et al., 2020) and KlaR (Roever et al., 2020) packages for R to con-
duct linear discriminant analysis (Lachenbruch & Goldstein, 1979) to predict lesson plan quality

Investigation of Classification Error Rate
We used the linear discriminant functions and support vector machines to predict lesson plan 
quality category, and compared that to the actual rating

Results
• For front-end analysis quality, the radial kernel resulted in the lowest misclassification rate of 

12.821%.For STEM and programmingintegration quality, the radial kernel resulted in the low-
est misclassification rate of 7.692%. For instructional activities quality, the polynomial kernel 
resulted in the lowest misclassification rate of 23.077%.

Discussion
Provides a vision for dynamic assessment of prospective teachers learning to plan lessons
Front-end analysis quality of lesson plans can be classified using 
• The extent to which prospective teachers display a mastery goal orientation
• The amount they write when reflecting on coding tasks
• The sentiment reflected in their re flections on coding tasks and field experience teaching
STEM and coding integration quality of lesson plans can be classified using 
• The amount prospective teachers write when reflecting on coding tasks
• The sentiment reflected in their reflections on coding tasks and field experience teaching
Instructional activities quality of lesson plans can be classified using 
• The amount prospective teachers write when reflecting on field experience teaching
• The sentiment reflected in their reflections on coding tasks and field experience teaching

Implications
Implications for Women in Computer Science
Helping early childhood prospective teachers to better design robot and coding enhanced les-
son plans
• Increases confidence in teaching computer science concepts and skills among female pro-

spective teachers 
• Increases the number of adequate computer science role models for female students
Implications for Prospective Teachers as Learners and Designers
Discriminant functions can 
• Indicate which prospective teachers are on track to produce a low-quality lesson plan, and 

thus are in need of additional support

Study 3 continues ...
Data Collection
Presurvey 
Self-reported credit hours completed and semesters completed as predictor variables.
Principal component analysis indicated a 6 component solution:

Individual vs. collaborative lesson planning

Lesson Plans

Data Analysis
Preprocessing
Lesson design quality rubric
Dummy coding: Six studies were dummy-coded from 1 to 6. Collaborative and individual work 
to create lesson plan were dummy-coded 1 and 2, respectively. 54 (59.3%) were produced 
through collaborative work and 37 (40.7%) were written individually.

Generalized Estimating Equations
We used a Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE) approach (Halekoh et al., 2006) to model 
lesson plan quality.

Results

Discussion
• Participants perceived that they were more in control of engaging with STEM and the associ-

ated outcome, they likely experienced anticipated joy (Pekrun & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2012), 
and this in turn predicted a higher overall lesson plan score and a higher front-end analysis 
score.

• It is puzzling why mathematics interest was a negative predictor of full lesson plan score 
and front-end analysis score. Participants with high mathematics interest may have seen a 
lesson using robots as being at odds with or taking time away from mathematics instruction.

• It is also puzzling why STEM self-regulation was a negative predictor of front-end analysis 
quality score. It is possible that students who were high in STEM self-regulation were very 
interested in integrating STEM and robotics within the lesson, and/or carefully detailing the 
teaching and learning activities, and as a result, they spent less time and effort at doing and 
documenting front-end analysis.

• Engaging in lesson planning alone led to better teaching and learning activities design 
than planning lessons in pairs. This may be because the design of the robot was always 
done in pairs, and the major direction of the lesson plan may have already been largely de-
cided during the design of the robot.

Implications
• When teaching preservice teachers to create lesson plans incorporating robots and coding, 

teacher educators should 

Study 3
Belland, B. R., Kim, C., Zhang, A. Y., Lee, E., & Dinç, E. (In-progress). Predicting early child-
hood teacher candidates’ lesson plan quality using generalized estimating equations. 

Context
To prepare ECE teachers to teach with robots, there is a need to help them learn about coding 
and its use with robots (Kay et al., 2014). But there is also a clear need to help them learn how 
to integrate robots and coding into their classrooms. To do so requires that they be able to plan 
flexible and adaptable lessons effectively and efficiently (Parsons et al., 2018)
.

Research Question
How can preservice teachers’ lesson plan quality be predicted using collaboration status, moti-
vation variables, and academic standing?

Method
Setting and Participants 
ECE teacher education undergraduate courses offered in six different semesters between 
spring 2014 and spring 2017 at a large public university in the southeastern United States. 
91 participants submitted a lesson plan.

Materials
RoboRobo - modules (e.g., body, arms, wheels) that needed to be assembled to create a robot
Rogic - a block-based coding platform for use with RoboRobo.

Lesson Design Template
contained the following sections: subjects (e.g., science, math), grade level, objectives, stan-
dards, considerations (e.g., materials, prior knowledge), and details of class activities

STUDY 4
Belland, B. R., Zhang, A. Y., Lee, E., & Kim, C. (in-progress). Characterizing the most effec-
tive scaffolding approaches in engineering and technology education: A clustering ap-
proach.

Context
Computer science education is most effective when students learn while engaging in authen-
tic practice such as addressing ill-structured problems. But it is not enough to simply give such 
problems to students. Rather, one needs to provide scaffolding that can address students’ 
learning and performance needs. Thus, it is important to consider what combination of scaf-
folding features are most effective for which students in which conditions. 

Research Question
What combinations of scaffolding characteristics, contexts of use, and assessment levels lead 
to medium and large effect sizes among college- and graduate-level engineering and technolo-
gy learners?

Method
Data Source 
1) A data set from a metaanalysis study on the effects of computer-based scaffolding on stu-
dents’ cognitive learning outcomes in STEM education
2) Hedge’s g effect size was transformed into large, medium, small, and no effect categories 
3) 1,726 cases were used whose results showed at least medium effect size in the technology 
or engineering disciplines 

Variables
Nine variables were used which included scaffolding characteristics, study characteristics, stu-
dent characteristics, and assessment characteristics and their sub-categories.

Analysis 
A two-step cluster analysis with hierarchical and partitioning clustering 
Cluster solution stability was assessed by checking replicability across different samples from 
the same dataset.

Results
Model Fit
The silhouette measure of cohesion and separation was 0.62, which indicates a good fit.

Number of Clusters
Two R packages were used to validate the number of clusters and cluster outcomes: the ‘clus-
ter’ package was used to create a dissimilarity matrix and ‘klaR’ was used to run the k-modes 
clustering algorithm. The elbow method indicated that the optimal number of clusters was 8.

Profile of Cluster Outputs

Study 4 continues ...

Discussion
• A combination of fading and adding scaffolds can be most effectively used when they deliver con-

text-specific supports targeting students’ conceptual learning on the basis of their performance level. 
This scaffolding customization can be effectively applied to enhance either higher-order thinking skills 
or knowledge integration.

• Adding scaffolding is particularly useful when the scaffolds provide context-specific procedural guid-
ance from a problem solving strategy standpoint (i.e., strategic scaffolds) within the problem-solving 
context. Further, adding scaffolding on the basis of student performance is most effective.

• Compared to the finding that adding scaffolds is most useful when scaffolding is designed to provide 
process-related support, scaffolds focusing on content-related support (i.e., conceptual scaffolds), 
and which are design to enhance higher-order thinking skills, do not need to be customized to lead to 
medium or high effect sizes.

• Contrary to the suggestions of much scaffolding literature, utilizing fading by itself is little associated 
with medium or large effect sizes in college and graduate-level technology and engineering education. 
We found only two studies in which fading scaffolds was used effectively in a very limited circumstance.

Implications

STUDY 5
Belland, B. R., Kim, C., Zhang, A. Y., Lee, E. (In-progress). A generalized estimating equations ap-
proach to investigate predictors of teacher candidates’ views of coding. 

Context
Field experience in which teacher candidates need to integrate technology is one of the best predictors of 
future technology integration. Preparing ECE teachers to teach computer science involves not only help-
ing them learn the skills of coding and debugging, but also gain a belief that coding is important to ECE 
curricula. A key predictor of teachers’ teaching quality and pedagogical choices is their motivation, which 
can be thought of from many perspectives, including domain identification, interest, goal orientation, and 
academic emotions.

Research Questions
• How do ECE teacher candidates’ views of coding change as a result of learning to use coding in teach-

ing?
• How can their views of coding be predicted using study, time point (pre-survey versus post-survey), pri-

or programming knowledge and experience, ten latent survey factors, and the inclusion of lesson de-
sign/field experience?

Method
Participants and Setting
A total of 199 participants from five different preservice, early childhood education classes from spring 
2018 to spring 2020 in two large public universities in the United States. (Female: 96%, n = 191; Male: 
4%, n = 8). Most participants majored in Education (98.5%, n = 196; other majors: 1.5%, n=3) 

Measures: Presurveys and Post-surveys 
Principal component analysis of the pre-surveys indicated a ten-component solution: 

Measures: Open-ended items
1) In your view, what is coding? What is its purpose?
2) In your view, how can (or cannot) coding be integrated in preschool classrooms? 
3) In your view, how does coding relate to disciplines and fields other than computer science? Please pro-
vide an example.

Data Analysis
• The five studies were coded from study 1 to study 5. 
• Having field experience or not and the time point were both dummy-coded. 
• 199 participants’ responses to the open-ended items on the pre- and post-survey were evaluated with a 

rubric. 
• We used geepack package in R to conduct generalized estimating equation analysis

Results

Discussion and Implications
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